SAFE-T-SWITCH® MODEL SS1

HORIZONTAL APPLICATION

1. ¾” NPT X ¾” SLIP PVC Adaptor
2. ¾” X 1” SLIP PVC Bushing
3. 1” X ¾” X 1” SLIP Tee (Schedule 40 / PVC 1)
4. 72”-Inch, 18AWG Cables (Prewired/Potted)
5. Electrically Potted Switch/Cap Assembly
6. ¾” SLIP Plug for Close Coupled Applications

PART NAME:
MODEL SS1 ¾” INLINE A/C CONDENSATE DRAIN OVERFLOW KIT

REQUIREMENTS:
-Potted, water sealed reed/magnet switch design.
-UL 508 compliant.
-Schedule 40 PVC1 plastic components
-Carry Capacity 1.25 Amp
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